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A. Fill in the blanks with the words given. One of them is extra. (3 points) 
 

         {effectively – attempt – introduction – meanings – pigeon – contain – respect} 

 

1. It is very important for us to  ………… the elders . 

2. Their first ……….. ..  to climb Everest ended in failure. 

3. The ………………. of the book is available on our website. 

4. A good dictionary lists all the …………. of words that we are looking for. 

5. If you study more  ……………… ٫ you will pass the exam easily. 

6. Try to avoid foods that ……………..  a lot of fat . 

 

 
B. Match the following definitions in column  (A) with the words in column (B). 
There is an extra item in column (B). (2 points) 
                              A                                                                   B 

   ___________________________                             __________________ 

  

7. Suddenly decide to do something                              a. failure 

8. Something  that stands for something else                 b. forgive  

9. Lack of success in doing something                          c. jump into 

10. To stop be angry with some one                                d. skillful 

                                                                                        e. symbol 

 
C. Complete the following sentences with your own words .(3 points) 
 

  11. We should take ………… of the elderly  people. 

  12. Sara has caught a terrible ………….. ٫  so she should go to the doctor. 

  13. Since my grandfather was …………………of hearing ٫we had to shout. 

  14. When my brother saw his score in the final exam ٫he  ……… into the tears. 

  15. While the nurse was taking her ………… ٫they started talking to each other. 

  16. Dr. Gharib spared  no ………… to help the sick children. 
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D. Select the correct choice.(2 points) 
 

   17. The police never found the money stolen in the robbery , ………….? 

            a. didn’t  he         b. did he        c. didn’t  they        d.  did they  

   18. Do you know that George ………… as the new manager of the  company? 

            a.  is inviting       b. will invite  c. are  invited        d. has been invited  

   19. All over the world ٫there are people ……….. fast without paying. 

           a. are driven         b. drives          c. who drive         d. that are driven  

   20. Our class went on a trip to the zoo  ……… I was too sick to go  

          a. so                      b. and             c. but                     d. or 

 
E. Put the  given words in correct order.(2 points) 
 

   21. is / where / going to / the car / parked /be/ ? 

      …………………………………………………..? 

   22. what / do / your sister / herself /would / you / cut / if /  ? 

      ……………………………………………………? 

 

 
F. write these sentences in passive voice . (3 points) 
 

   23. I always keep the butter in the fridge .   ……………………………………… 

   24.They will rebuild the old road next year.  ……………………………. 

   25.Ahmad hasn’t changed anything in this room. ………………………… 

 

 

G. Combine the two sentences with  and  ٫  or  ٫ so ٫ but .(2 points) 

 

  26. It was very sunny last Sunday .  We went to the beach. 

     ……………………………………………………………   

  27. My grand father has a lot of books . He never reads them .  

     …………………………………………………………… 

H. Combine the following sentences  ٫ Use an appropriate relative pronoun.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

(who  - whom  - which ) 
 

28. The mechanic had an accident. He is very skillful. 

29. The students talked to the teacher . John met him before. 

30. The bus is suitable for  you . It goes to the airport every half an hour. 
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 I.  Read  the following passage and answer the questions. 

 

        A dictionary is a book which explains the meaning of words and expressions 

.you can find words easily because dictionaries put them in alphabetical order. 

The word dictionary comes from the Latin “diction”. 

There are several types of dictionaries . Dictionaries which explains words and 

How they are used :dictionaries which translate words from one language to 

another; dictionaries of biography which tell about famous people ; and technical 

dictionaries which explain the meanings of technical words.  Dictionaries which 

explain what words mean ٫ give a clear definition of them. A good dictionary also 

gives more information about words . For instance ٫ it explains how they are 

pronounced .Usually the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA)is used for this 

purpose. There are also dictionaries which translate words into  other languages. 

   Very often one volume translates both ways ; for example ٫half of the book is 

from English to Persian and the other half from Persian to English. When using a 

dictionary to find out how to say something in another language ٫ one has to be 

careful to choose the right meaning. A word like ’right’ has several meanings in 

English ٫ for example ٫ ‘correct’ and ‘ the opposite of left ‘ . A word like’ present’ 

may be used as an adjective ٫ meaning ‘ not absent ’ ٫ as a noun ٫ meaning ‘ gift ‘ 

or as a verb ٫ meaning ‘ give ‘. Words with different meanings exist in other 

language too. A good dictionary lists all the meanings of words to help people find 

the meaning that they look for .  A complete dictionary also tells you about the 

origin of words and the story behind them . For example ٫ the words like ‘ 

pajamas’ ‘ bazaar’ and ‘paradise’ entered English from Persian. 

 

  Answer the following questions. (3 points) 

 

 31. Which is a complete dictionary ?   (only a short answer) 

 

32. What is the origin of the word’ dictionary’? 

 

33. Why can you find words in dictionary  easily ? 

 

      True   or   False   (1point) 

34. The word ‘bazaar’ is not English originally.               False    ᴑ       True   ᴑ        

35. The word ‘them’ in line 2 refers to dictionaries.       False    ᴑ       True    ᴑ  

 

                                                                                              Good Luck 
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